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Abstract: We demonstrate that adding a conical deficit to a black hole holographic
heat engine increases its efficiency; in contrast, allowing a black hole to accelerate
decreases efficiency if the same average conical deficit is maintained. Adding other
charges to the black hole does not change this qualitative effect. We also present a
simple formula to calculate the efficiency of elliptical cycles for any CV 6= 0 black
hole, which allows a more efficient numerical algorithm for computation.
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1 Introduction
As a consequence of the holographic principle, asymptotically anti-de Sitter (AdS)
black hole solutions have grown into fruitful playgrounds in which to explore as-
pects of both quantum gravity and strongly coupled gauge field theories (see e.g.
[1–7]). Attempts to formulate a consistent thermodynamic description of such ob-
jects, building on the seminal work of Hawking and Page [8], have not only led to
relations suggestive of dualities between gravitational thermodynamic processes and
renormalisation group flows in finite temperature quantum field theories [9, 10], they
have spawned an entirely new field of investigation, known as black hole chemistry.
(For a review this subject, the authors recommend [11]).
In the extended thermodynamics formalism, a dynamical negative cosmological
“constant” Λ is promoted to a thermodynamic variable of the black hole [12, 13],
interpreted as a positive pressure P = −Λ/8pi. Alongside it’s conjugate potential, the
thermodynamic volume V , and the usual identifications of horizon area with entropy
S and surface gravity with temperature T , the first law of black hole mechanics takes
a form reminiscent of the first law of thermodynamics for a more traditional system:
dM = TdS + V dP + . . . . (1.1)
The presence of the V dP term (as opposed to −PdV ) indicates that the black hole
‘mass’M , while historically being associated with internal energy, has a more correct
interpretation of enthalpy [14], see also [15–18].
Such a setup has led to the identification of a wide variety of thermodynamic
phenomena, including entropy inequalities [19, 20], Van der Waals-like behaviour
[17, 21], triple points [22], reentrant phase transitions [23], and analogous behaviour
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to superfluidity transitions present in condensed matter systems [24]. Further, sug-
gestions have been made that pressure variations in the bulk might correspond to a
variation in a “chemical potential” associated to the number of colours in the dual
CFT [25, 26] or to its volume when the number of colours is held fixed [27].
A natural question to pose in light of these developments is whether it is possible
to construct thermodynamic cycles using these extended thermodynamics that one
can traverse to extract mechanical work. In a series of papers, Johnson and collab-
orators have fleshed out this proposal [28–33], exploring not only the concept of a
holographic heat engine, but deriving their properties, exact expressions and bounds
on efficiencies [28–30]. Since the choice of black hole solution provides the working
substance for such an engine, it is sensible to compare how the choice of solution
impacts the efficiency of a given cycle.
Naïvely, one might consider a simple rectangular cycle in the V –P plane (con-
sisting of two isobars and two isochores) or a Carnot cycle (consisting of two isobars
and two adiabats) as appropriate for this comparison. Indeed, the efficiency of a
rectangular cycle for static black holes is readily obtained in exact analytic form by
Johnson [29], that was then extended to a general rotating black hole in the canonical
ensemble by Hennigar et al. [34], who presented the efficiency in a simple geometric
form. However, it was suggested by Chakraborty and Johnson that these cycles may
favour certain black hole solutions [31, 32] due to the particular form of the asso-
ciated equation of state. In order to determine which working substances produce
the most efficient engines, they proposed that a fair comparison can be performed
by calculating the efficiencies of elliptical cycles instead, as these are in some sense
“equally unfavourable” for all black hole solutions.
In this paper, we re-examine this benchmarking scheme as applied to black holes
with conical deficits. Efforts to acquire exact expressions for the efficiency of the
required elliptical cycles have hitherto been limited to the class of solutions with
vanishing specific heat at constant volume CV = 0 [30], for which there can be no
rotational charge [34] and the sets of isochores and adiabats are identical. We show
that it is possible to write down an exact expression for the efficiency of an elliptical
cycle in the V –P plane, in the canonical ensemble, for a general CV 6= 0 black hole.
The result takes a pleasant geometric form and provides an efficient algorithm with
which to calculate efficiency.
Using this result and numerical investigation, we give a discussion of the effect
of various thermodynamic charges for a class of asymptotically-AdS solutions to four
dimensional Einstein gravity describing an accelerating, rotating, electrically charged
black hole. We also consider the impact of shifting the position of the benchmarking
cycle in the P–V plane. Accelerating black holes in the benchmarking framework
have been briefly investigated by Zhang et al. [35, 36], although in their study the
thermodynamics have been unjustly constrained by a choice to remove the tension
from one of the polar axes. We find that it is the average of the “north” and “south”
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polar tensions that comes to dominate cycle efficiency over the acceleration induced
by their differential. The overzealous constraining of the thermodynamic charges has
meant that this fact has, thus far, gone unnoticed.
The paper is organised as follows: in section 2 we review the thermodynamics
of the metric representing a charged, rotating, slowly-accelerating, (asymptotically
AdS) black hole. In doing so, we derive a novel bound on the metric parameters. In
section 3 we present an exact expression for the efficiency of an elliptical benchmark-
ing cycle showing how this provides an efficient algorithm to calculate efficiency to a
high degree of precision. In section 4 we discuss the benchmarking scheme as applied
to these accelerating black holes, evaluating the impact of conical deficits and extent
to which changes in efficiency may be attributed to acceleration. Finally, in section 5
we discuss general features of the impact of position and geometry of benchmarking
cycles on efficiency and conclude.
2 Thermodynamics of the Charged, Rotating C-Metric
We begin by reviewing the thermodynamics of the charged, rotating C-metric [37, 38],
see also [39–45], which is given in Boyer-Lindquist type coordinates [46–48] as
ds2 =
1
H2
[
−f(r)
Σ
(
dt
α
+ a sin2(θ)
dφ
K
)2
+
Σ
f(r)
dr2
+
r2Σ
g(θ)
dθ2 +
g(θ) sin2(θ)
r2Σ
(
a
α
dt− (r2 + a2)dθ
K
)2 ]
.
(2.1)
Where the U(1) field strength
F = dB , B = − e
rΣ
[
dt
α
− a sin2 θdφ
K
]
+
er+dt
(a2 + r2+)α
, (2.2)
is suitably chosen such that the gauge potential vanishes at the black hole horizon.
An explicit factor of K has been included so that the azimuthal coordinate φ has
periodicity 2pi. K typically tracks the presence of conical deficits in the spacetime,
as explained below, thus has physical content, however α, the rescaling of the time
coordinate, is not a free parameter in the metric, but is dependent on the other
parameters (as defined in (2.11)) and is introduced to appropriately renormalise the
timelike killing vector ∂t as described in [37, 38]. The remaining metric functions on
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this patch are given by
f(r) = (1− A2r2)
[
1− 2m
r
+
a2 + e2
r2
]
+
r2 + a2
`2
,
g(θ) = 1 + 2mA cos θ + (Ξ− 1) cos2 θ ,
Σ = 1 +
a2
r2
cos2 θ , H = 1 + Ar cos θ ,
Ξ = 1 + e2A2 − a
2
`2
(1− A2`2) .
(2.3)
The presence (or not) of conical deficits is revealed by expanding the angular
part of the metric near each axis. Such deficits are interpreted as cosmic strings
emerging from the black hole [49], as the conical deficits can be smoothed out by
a typical cosmic string core [50–53]. The tension of the string, µ, is related to the
deficit δ via δ = 8piµ. Calculating the deficits along the North (+) and South (−)
axes gives:
µ± =
δ±
8pi
=
1
4
[
1− Ξ± 2mA
K
]
. (2.4)
As is common, and without loss of generality, we take a non-negative acceleration
parameter A so that µ− ≥ µ+. Often, µ+ is set to zero so that the North axis is
regular, however we do not wish to entangle the physics of deficits with the physics of
acceleration, so will not restrict ourselves thus, but instead will allow both tensions to
vary. Following [21], we express the tensions in terms of the average and differential
quantities ∆ and C:
∆ = 1− 2(µ− + µ+) = Ξ
K
, C =
δµ
∆
=
µ− − µ+
∆
=
mA
Ξ
, (2.5)
in order to present the discussion of thermodynamics, although we use both C and δµ
when discussing the impact of acceleration. Note that these variables are no longer
completely unconstrained; for example, δµ must vanish for ∆ = 1. Specifically,
requiring positive tensions and acceleration then gives a bound on the magnitude of
acceleration:
C <
{
1/2 , for 0 < ∆ ≤ 1/2,
1−∆
2∆
, for 1/2 < ∆ ≤ 1. (2.6)
It is worth reiterating the relation between the physics of acceleration and that
of deficits. A black hole can have a conical deficit without accelerating, and ∆
encodes this property, however, note that ∆ = 1 for zero deficit and acceleration, then
drops as the conical deficit average increases. C increases as acceleration increases,
saturating at C = 1/2 for a critical black hole, defined as having a deficit of 2pi along
the South axis. Since it is not possible for the deficit to increase further, C remains
at 1/2 independent of the North pole deficit, but the acceleration of the black hole
drops as µ+ increases, returning to zero as µ+ → µ− and ∆→ 0. Therefore, while C
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is a convenient parameter to express the extensive thermodynamical variables [21],
δµ is more representative of acceleration and we will frequently use it for displaying
results.
At this point, it is worth commenting on the parametric restrictions in the metric.
Positivity of the conformal factor H = 1 +Ar cos θ, constrains Ar cos θ < 1 and sets
the location of the conformal boundary rbd. = −1/A cos θ. Our main assumption is
that the black hole is slowly accelerating, (see [54] for a full discussion) i.e. its time
coordinate is proportional to the asymptotic time for an observer near the boundary.
For the black hole to also be isolated (i.e. the only event horizon being that of the
black hole) we require no zeros of gtt, or f , on the boundary. Finally, for θ = 0, pi to
represent the poles, we require g(θ) > 0 on [0, pi]. All these requirements lead to a
set of intersecting constraints on the parameters.
First, g ≥ 0 gives a bound on the possible values of the dimensionless mass:
mA <
{
Ξ/2, for Ξ ∈ (0, 2],√
Ξ− 1, for Ξ > 2. (2.7)
However, the fact that the black hole horizon does not intersect the boundary requires
Ar+ < 1, hence the Kerr-Newman potential multiplying (1 − A2r2+) in f(r+) = 0
must be negative. This in turn requires
m2 > a2 + e2 ⇒ m2A2 > Ξ− 1 + a
2
`2
> Ξ− 1 . (2.8)
Thus, by comparison with (2.7), we see that Ξ > 2 is not allowed. Hence
mA ≤ Ξ
2
< 1. (2.9)
The condition for slow acceleration, or f > 0 on the boundary, then becomes an
algebraic constraint on the parameters, that must be satisfied in conjunction with
the existence of a black hole horizon. This is a rather involved set of constraints
which are most easily solved numerically. We refer the reader to [44] for a fuller
discussion.
Consistent thermodynamic parameters for this class of solutions have been iden-
tified in [38] by promoting µ± to thermodynamic charges, taken together with their
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conjugate thermodynamic lengths λ±. We restate them here for clarity:
M =
m(Ξ + a2/`2)(1− A2`2Ξ)
KΞα(1 + a2A2)
,
T =
f ′+r
2
+
4piα(r2+ + a
2)
, S =
pi(r2+ + a
2)
K(1− A2r2+)
,
Q =
e
K
, Φ = Φt =
er+
(r2+ + a
2)α
,
J =
ma
K2
, Ω = ΩH − Ω∞ =
(
Ka
α(r2+ + a
2)
)
−
(
−aK(1− A
2`2Ξ)
`2Ξα(1 + a2A2)
)
,
P =
3
8pi`2
, V =
4pi
3Kα
[
r+(r
2
+ + a
2)
(1− A2r2+)2
+
m[a2(1− A2`2Ξ) + A2`4Ξ(Ξ + a2/`2)]
(1 + a2A2)Ξ
]
,
λ± =
−r+
α(1± Ar+) +
m
α
[Ξ + a2/`2 + a
2
`2
(1− A2`2Ξ)]
(1 + a2A2)Ξ2
± A`
2(Ξ + a2/`2)
α(1 + a2A2)
,
(2.10)
with the correct normalisation of the timelike killing vector given by
α =
√
(Ξ + a2/l2)(1− A2l2Ξ)
1 + a2A2
. (2.11)
The parameters (2.10) were shown to satisfy both an extended first law of thermo-
dynamics
dM = TdS + V dP + ΩdJ + ΦdQ+ λ+dµ+ + λ−dµ− , (2.12)
and Smarr relation [55]
M = 2(TS − PV + ΩJ) + ΦQ . (2.13)
Interesting thermodynamic behaviour – including zeroth, first, and second order
phase transitions and the first example of a reentrant black hole phase transion
when P is varied – of these solutions has been discussed in the literature [56, 57].
It is also possible to rewrite the expressions (2.10) in terms of the thermodynamic
charges [21]:
V =
2S2
3piM
[(
1 +
piQ2
∆S
+
8PS
3∆
)
+ 2
(
piJ
∆S
)2
+ 2
(
3∆C
8PS
)2]
,
T =
∆
8piM
[(
1 +
piQ2
∆S
+
8PS
3∆
)(
1− piQ
2
∆S
+
8PS
∆
)
− 4
(
piJ
∆S
)2
− 4C2
]
,
Ω =
piJ
SM∆
(
1 +
8PS
3∆
)
,
Φ =
Q
2M
(
1 +
piQ2
S∆
+
8PS
3∆
)
,
λ± =
−S
piM
[(
4PS
3∆
+
piQ2
2∆S
)2
+
pi2J2
∆2S2
(
1 +
16PS
3∆
)
− (1∓ 2C)2 ± 4
(
3∆C
8PS
)]
(2.14)
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giving a generalisation of the Christodoulou-Ruffini formula [6, 58] for enthalpy:
M2 =
∆S
4pi
[(
1 +
piQ2
∆S
+
8PS
3∆
)2
+ 4
(
1 +
8PS
3∆
){(
piJ
∆S
)2
− 3∆C
2
8PS
}]
. (2.15)
Having expressions purely in terms of extensive quantities clarifies the chemical inter-
pretation of black holes, and enables a more straightforward analysis of the properties
of accelerating heat engines.
These expressions make it clear that the reverse isoperimetric inequality [19] is
satisfied for this class of solutions [21].
3 An Exact Efficiency Formula for Circular Cycles
As discussed in the introduction, previous authors have calculated the efficiency of
elliptical benchmarking cycles for black hole solutions with CV = 0. However, it is
possible to make a more general statement, extending this result to a broader class
of solutions.
Recall that an engine consists of a cycle that has a “cool” component, where work
is extracted, and a “hot” component, where the engine is refuelled. The efficiency is
simply the ratio of overall heat extracted to the heat put in, where the heat flow is
given by an integral
Q =
∫
TdS (3.1)
over each component of the cycle. The transition between the hot and cold parts
of the cycle occurs when δS = 0. Thus, on any cycle in the (V, P ) plane, the
turning points of S must be determined. The trickiness of the problem now becomes
apparent, as the thermodynamic variables are most readily given in terms of the
charges S, P, . . ., whereas we requireM(P, V ) so that we can determine the stationary
points of S.
Two common simple cycles used are the Carnot, and a (V, P )–rectangular cycle.
These have clear turning points for S at the corners. However, while the rectangular
cycle is easy to use for black holes with conical deficits, it turns out that the Carnot
cycle is not. The Carnot cycle consists of adiabats and isotherms. The engine is first
heated up, by increasing the pressure at fixed volume, then allowed to expand at
constant temperature. The cycle then completes by cooling to the original tempera-
ture by dropping the pressure, and contracting to the original P and V at constant
T . The geometry of the Carnot cycle therefore depends crucially on the isotherms
of the system. Looking at (2.15) we see a scaling symmetry,
Sˆ = ∆S , Pˆ = P/∆2 , (3.2)
so that
V =
Vˆ (Sˆ, Pˆ )
∆2
, T = ∆Tˆ (Sˆ, Pˆ ) , (3.3)
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where Tˆ , Vˆ are the expressions for the undeficited black hole. Thus, irrespective
of any impact of acceleration, turning on a conical deficit gives a transformation on
the (V, P ) plane, and not only distorts, but rescales, the isotherms. For a Carnot
engine cycling between the same two temperatures and entropies, the addition of a
deficit “drops the pressure” of the cycle, lowering the maximum pressure obtained.
By looking at the expressions (2.14) for T and V , one can deduce that both quantities
are only significantly altered by the addition of the terms containing C when both
T and V are small. These effects are depicted in figure 1, showing Carnot engines
for a “vanilla” (uncharged nonrotating) black hole cycling between the same two
temperatures and entropies. First an average deficit ∆ = 0.5 is added (solid red),
and can be seen to have a strong effect on the geometry of the cycle, however, when
the maximum possible thermodynamic acceleration, δµ = 0.25 or C = 0.5, is added
(still having the same average deficit ∆ = 0.5) the cycle changes very little. As
is the case generally, the presence of the deficit dominates the phase-space position
and shape of the cycle, with the deformation due to acceleration only becoming
non-negligible at small V and P .
Since introducing a deficit distorts and rescales the isotherms needed to construct
Carnot cycles, it is necessary to instead use a geometrically fixed benchmarking cycle.
Rectangular cycles are relatively straightforward. Indeed, an exact formula for their
efficiency for any black hole was given in [34]:
η =
∆V∆P
∆MT + ∆UL
, (3.4)
where ∆MT is the difference in enthalpy between the top-right and top-left corners
of the cycle in the (V, P )-plane, and ∆UL is the difference in internal energy U =
M −PV between the top-left and bottom-left corners. For the vanilla C-metric, this
evaluates to
η =
2A
A+ 2P0∆V +
(
3∆2
4pi
) 1
3
(
V
1
3
R − V
1
3
L
) +O(C2) , (3.5)
where A = ∆V∆P is the area of the cycle; VR and VL are the maximum and minimum
volumes attained respectively; and P0 is the pressure at the cycle’s centroid. The
correction of order C2 is calculated by resorting to the expansion (4.6) which we
present later in our analysis of circular cycles.
Adding a deficit (i.e. lowering ∆) acts to increase the efficiency of rectangular
cycles. When calculated, the correction from acceleration decreases the efficiency
again, albeit by a lesser amount. These effects are demonstrated in figure 2 wherein
the efficiency of a typical rectangular cycle is plotted against ∆ for various values of
C. Here we see how increasing the deficit (corresponding slightly counterintuitively
by moving to the left in the plot) increases efficiency. Adding acceleration via C
on the other hand lowers efficiency, as can be seen from the coloured dashed/dotted
lines lying below the black δµ = 0 curve.
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Δ=1
Δ=0.5Δ=0.5 C=0.5
0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
V
0.6
0.8
1.0
1.2
P
Figure 1: An illustration of the impact of conical deficits and acceleration on the
Carnot cycle of an uncharged nonrotating black hole.The cycles have upper (lower)
temperature T = 1.3 (1.0) and maximum (minimum) volume V = 1.0 (0.3). First an
average deficit ∆ = 0.5 is added (solid red), and can be seen to have a strong effect
on the geometry of the cycle, however, when the maximum possible thermodynamic
acceleration, δµ = 0.25, C = 0.5, is added (still having the same average deficit
∆ = 0.5) the cycle changes very little.
As discussed in the introduction, previous authors [30–32] have also calculated
the efficiency of circular benchmarking cycles for black hole solutions with CV = 0.
However, we can use the first law to give a more general geometric expression for
the efficiency for any black hole heat engine, even those with non-vanishing specific
heat. Consider for convenience a circular benchmarking cycle defined parametrically
by
V (θ) = V0 +R cos θ ,
P (θ) = P0 −R sin θ .
(3.6)
Here, (V0, P0) indicates the centre of the cycle and R its radius1. Calculating the
work done in traversing the circle is in principle straightforward as, in the canonical
1 An elliptical cycle may be put in this form by rescaling the units of the dimensionful quantities
P and V . This amounts to giving different values of R for each.
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C=0C=1/8
C
=
1/3
C
=
1
/2
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
Δ
0.40
0.42
0.44
0.46
0.48
0.50
η
Figure 2: The efficiency of a typical rectangular cycle with maximum (minimum)
pressure P = 1.0 (0.5) and volume V = 1 (0.5), for a Q = J = 0 solution. The
non-accelerating case is shown in solid black. Cases with three values of non-zero C
are plotted using broken curves, up to the maximum legal ∆. Increasing the average
deficit (dropping ∆) is seen to increase efficiency. Greater values of acceleration are
seen to give reduced efficiency.
ensemble, the heat flow is given simply by the first law:
δQ = TdS = dM − V dP ,
=⇒ Q = ∆M −
∫
V dP .
(3.7)
In general the presence of charges means that isochores are no longer adiabats,
and the turning points of S along the circle are displaced from the symmetric position
(see figure 3), however the first law integral (3.7) is still applicable and we may write
the integrals for QC and QH as simple combinations of mass differentials and areas
of regions in the circle. Assuming the turning points θ1,2 divide the circle into two
segments, with areas C1 and C2, above and below the chords parallel to the V –
axis defined by θ1 and θ2 respectively, the strip of the circle remaining has area
S = piR2 − C1 − C2. These regions are shown in figure 3. Inspection of the area
under the V –curve to the P–axis then gives the expressions
−QC = M2 −M1 + V0(P1 − P2) + 1
2
S + C2 ,
QH = M1 −M2 − V0(P1 − P2) + 1
2
S + C1 ,
(3.8)
allowing one to straightforwardly write down the efficiency:
η =
piR2
M1 −M2 − V0R(sin θ2 − sin θ1) + R22 [θ1 − θ2 + sin(θ1 − θ2) cos(θ1 − θ2)]
. (3.9)
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C1
C2
 θ1
θ2
(V0,P0)
V
P
Figure 3: A general benchmarking cycle, partitioned into subregions.
The turning points are typically found numerically, and the mass determined by
solving for S(V, P ) at θ1, θ2, and inputting into M . Note that this method is ex-
tremely efficient numerically, as one can discretise the circle very coarsely to get a
ballpark range for the θi, then refine for the precision required. The numerical prob-
lem is fairly independent of the circle size, and is mostly dependent on the level of
precision desired.
One should note that for cases of vanishing CV , (such as a black hole described
by the uncharged C-metric), (θ2, θ1) aproaches (0, pi) and our efficiency formula (3.9)
reduces to the previously found expression [34]:
η =
piR2
piR2/2 + ∆M
. (3.10)
4 Impact of Conical Deficits on Cycle Efficiency
Now we would like to explore the impact of conical deficits and acceleration on
the efficiency of holographic heat engines. We consider a circular cycle of the type
described by (3.6).
To determine the turning points of S, we must invert the expression V (S, P )
to obtain S(P, V ). This is a conceptually straightforward, though algebraically in-
volved, procedure, complicated however by the fact that with acceleration S(V, P ) is
multivalued, leading to a constraint on parameter space discussed in §5. Fixing Q,
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J , ∆, and δµ and substituting the expressions (3.6) into the volume
V (θ) =
4S3/2
3
√
pi∆
[
1 + piQ
2
∆S
+ 8P (θ)S
3∆
+ 2
(
piJ
∆S
)2
+ 2
(
3∆C
8P (θ)S
)2]
[(
1 + piQ
2
∆S
+ 8P (θ)S
3∆
)2
+ 4
(
1 + 8P (θ)S
3∆
){(
piJ
∆S
)2 − 3∆C2
8P (θ)S
}]1/2 (4.1)
leads to a rational (though complicated!) expression for S(θ). Once we have the
expressions for heat flow in terms of P and V , a further constraint arises from
requiring that the black hole indeed does have a horizon – i.e. that the rotation or
charge is below or at the extremal limit.
Insight into the behaviour with deficits and acceleration can be gained by consid-
ering the simple case Q = J = 0. Setting C = 0 at first, things simplify considerably,
and
S = (pi∆)
1
3
(
3V
4
) 2
3
⇒ M = PV + ∆
2
3
2
(
3V
4
) 1
3
. (4.2)
In this very simple case, δS = 0 at the turning points of the circle δV = 0, i.e.
θ = 0, pi, and the integral of V dP around each half of the cycle simply gives half of
the area of the circle, piR2/2. Thus, the efficiency takes the straightforward form
η =
2piR2
piR2 + 4RP0 + (
3∆2
4
)
1
3
(
(V0 +R)
1
3 − (V0 −R) 13
) . (4.3)
An ideal gas black hole has M = PV , and the efficiency of its benchmarking cycle
has been evaluated [34] to be
ηideal gas =
2piR2
piR2 + 4RP0
. (4.4)
Such a solution can (thermodynamically) be regarded as the limit of the Schwarzschild-
AdS metric as horizon radius grows, and acts as an upper bound on efficiency [31].
One can see from (4.3) that the essential effect of ∆ is to damp down the “non-ideal
gas” part of the black hole behaviour; black holes with a conical deficit approach the
“large black hole” limit more rapidly than their non-deficited counterparts.
Let us repeat our analysis to assess the effect of acceleration. Including non-zero
C in (4.2) yields
V =
4S3/2
3
√
pi∆
1 +
(
3∆
8PS
)2 2C2
(1+8PS/3∆)[
1− ( 3∆
8PS
)
4C2
(1+8PS/3∆)
]1/2
≈ 4S
3/2
3
√
pi∆
[
1 + 2
(
3∆C
8PS
)2] (4.5)
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0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
0.00
0.05
0.10
0.15
0.20
0.25
Δ
δμ
η
0.552 0.554 0.556 0.558 0.560 0.562
Figure 4: A contour plot to illustrate the effect of deficits and acceleration on
uncharged nonrotating solutions. The efficiency is shown as a function of ∆ and δµ
for a cycle of unit radius centred at (V0 = 2, P0 = 2).
upon expansion to order C2. Note that since each tension µ± is bounded by 1/4,
∆C ≤ 1/4. Hence, unless we are dealing with very small black holes, this should be
an excellent approximation. Inverting, we find
S = (pi∆)
1
3
(
3V
4
) 2
3
[
1− 2C
2
x20
] 1
3
⇒ M = PV + ∆
2
3
2
(
3V
4pi
) 1
3
− ∆
2C2
16piP 2V
(
1 + 8piP
(
4V 2
3pi2∆2
) 1
3
)
,
(4.6)
where for shorthand we write
x0 =
8PS
3∆
∣∣∣∣∣
C=0
= 2P
(
4piV 2
3∆2
) 1
3
. (4.7)
Thus, the difference in mass across the cycle is
∆M = P0∆V +
∆
2
3
2
(
3
4pi
) 1
3
(V
1
3
1 − V
1
3
2 ) +
∆2C2
16piP 20
(
V1 − V2
V1V2
+ 6
2
3P0
4(V
1
3
1 − V
1
3
2 )
∆
2
3V
1
3
1 V
1
3
2
)
.
(4.8)
From (3.10) the effect of acceleration is to decrease efficiency, whereas the effect of a
conical deficit is to increase it. This is illustrated in figure 4, and refines the findings of
[35] in which it was (incorrectly) reported that acceleration increases efficiency. Their
conclusion followed from a choice of K which regularised one of the C-metric’s poles.
However, this constrains the thermodynamic charges and removes the independence
of ∆ and C. Our analysis shows that the situation is in fact more subtle. The
dominant effect is the existence of the conical deficit, not the acceleration itself.
When the thermodynamic charges are constrained by fixing K, these two effects are
inseparable, giving a misleading picture of the phenomenology. This viewpoint is
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Figure 5: An illustration of the truncation process. For the chosen value of charges
and ∆ and δµ, the extremal limit template is plotted and the cycle superimposed.
If it intersects the disallowed region, the grid point is removed from consideration.
Here, in (a), the black hole without any deficit is allowed, whereas the grid point
illustrated in (b) with acceleration and a deficit would be excluded.
concurrent with the findings of [21] in which it was argued that the average deficit
is usually the more impactful of the two effects for the thermodynamics.
Figure 4 shows the efficiency contours in the (∆, δµ) plane for a circular bench-
marking cycle of unit radius centred on P0 = V0 = 2. The relatively small values
of P0 and V0 (in contrast to the benchmarking cycles of [34, 35]) were chosen to
maximise the impact of acceleration. Even so, the contour lines are predominantly
vertical, indicating that it is the value of ∆, the mean deficit, that dominates the
change in efficiency.
Once charges are added, the level of complexity rapidly rises, not least because
the turning points from hot to cool parts of the cycle now arise at different P . As Q
or J are increased, the points θi at which δS vanishes are “shifted clockwise” around
the cycle, in a qualitatively similar arrangement to the one shown in figure 3. We
numerically explored this shifting, identifying θi for the complete range possible of
cycle radii (those which kept pressure and volume positive) for a range of P0 and V0
from close to zero to values of order 103, but were unable to identify valid choices of
charges or deficits for which θ1 and θ2 did not fall in the upper–right and lower–left
quadrants of the cycle respectively. This verifies that our efficiency formula (3.9) is
valid across this broad sampling of the phase space for the metric (2.1).
Given this insight, we investigated the effect of acceleration on rotating and
electrically charged black holes. We used both the method described in §3, and
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(b) Rotating black hole, no charge.
Figure 6: Contour plots of the efficiency dependence in the (∆, δµ) plane for a
cycle centred on P0 = V0 = 2 shown for a charged black hole in (a) and a rotating
black hole in (b). Due to the placing of the cycle, and the chosen values of J and Q,
black holes on the cycle hit extremality for relatively large values of ∆.
cross-checked against a discretised integration of the heat flow around the cycle –
the method used in [34]. First, the (∆, δµ) parameter space was discretised in a grid,
and the cycle checked against a template for the chosen values of Q and J , with the
grid value of ∆ and δµ to ensure that the cycle remains within the allowed region of
parameter space with non-negative temperature (increasing ∆/C lowers the values of
Q and J at which extremality occurs). Figure 5 illustrates this template procedure.
Typically, charged cycles placed further from the origin in the V –P plane can retain
positive temperature over a larger range of ∆, although the qualitative behaviour of
efficiency remains the same.
Next, the efficiency was calculated at each point on the grid in the allowed
region, and figures 6 and 7 illustrate the dependence of efficiency on the deficit
and acceleration for sample values of Q, J in benchmarking cycles closer to, and
further from, the origin of the (P, V ) plane respectively. It is clear from the figures
that the general conclusion is that adding charge and rotation does not change the
qualitative behaviour: the average conical deficit is dominant and acts to increase
efficiency. If the geometry is restricted (as in [35, 36]) by imposing regularity on one
axis, then as acceleration increases ∆ will drop since the mean deficit is increasing,
and the efficiency will increase. It is misleading to assign this effect to acceleration
however, as figure 6 and 7 clearly show that significant changes in cycle efficiency are
a consequence of the existence of a deficit, rather than the presence of acceleration.
5 Discussion
We have explored the impact of conical deficits on the efficiency of black hole heat
engines. The result is that conical deficits give a marked improvement on the effi-
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(c) Charged and rotating black hole.
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(d) The Q and J plane.
Figure 7: Contour plots of the efficiency dependence in the (∆, δµ) plane for a cycle
centred on P0 = V0 = 32 shown for black hole with either charge in (a), rotation
in (b), or both in (c). In this case, the placing of the cycle allows a larger probe of
the (∆, δµ) plane than figure 6. Subfigure (d) shows the dependence of efficiency on
charge and rotation for the pure black hole for reference. The truncation of parameter
space due to extremality is very clear.
ciency of black hole heat engines, whereas acceleration has a relatively small effect,
and tends to decrease efficiency. In the literature, when considering an accelerating
black hole, it is common to drive the acceleration by having a single cosmic string
segment emerging from one pole of the black hole. By restricting the tension on
the other pole to vanish, this leads to a constrained system - increasing acceleration
necessarily increases the mean deficit of the spacetime, and it is this mean deficit
that has the largest impact on thermodynamics.
A simple understanding of why conical deficits increase efficiency can be found
by looking at the scaling (3.2). This shows how adding a deficit can be interpreted
as a rescaling in the (P, S) plane. The heat engines are cycles in the (P, V ) plane,
and while in inverting S(V, P, ...) the other charges of the black hole come into play,
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Figure 8: An illustration of the impact of a conical deficit on a square cycle of a
rotating uncharged black hole (J = 1).
there is no rescaling of these charges (Q, J) so that one can still map a cycle with
∆ into a geometrically different cycle for the same black hole on the (P, V ) plane.
Figure 8 gives a simple illustration of how the deficit can be thought of as a mapping
between cycles on the (P, V ) plane for a rotating black hole (chosen because it has
CV 6= 0). The small square cycle near the origin is mapped to a larger distorted
almost-parallelogram further from the origin. The efficiency of the square cycle for
the J = 1 black hole with ∆ = 0.75 is mapped to the efficiency of the dashed cycle
with ∆ = 1. Given that larger black holes are closer to the ideal gas limit (and larger
area cycles are typically more efficient), one can see the dual drivers towards greater
efficiency in this mapping.
A study of the efficiencies also reveals that the placing of the benchmarking cycle
can impact on the details of how the efficiency varies. Typically, cycles placed closer
to the origin have more variation with acceleration. This is understood from a study
of the ‘vanilla’ C-metric as coming from the order of magnitude of the C−term. It is
also interesting to note that rectangular benchmarking cycles bias against rotating
black holes, as efficiency largely decreases with rotation, whereas circular cycles show
a uniform increase. The efficiencies for each cycle are
ηcirc =
piR2
∆M − V0∆P + S/2 + C1 , ηrect =
A
∆M − VL∆P (5.1)
where ∆M is the mass difference across the turning points of the cycle, that typically
increases with J at fixed points in the (P, V ) plane. ∆P likewise is the pressure
– 17 –
difference, however, this has a very different meaning for the rectangular and circular
cycles. For the rectangular cycle, the turning points are fixed, so the only variation
is in ∆M in the denominator that increases as J increases, thus the efficiency drops.
For the circular cycle however, the turning points shift as rotation is increased, so,
not only is the contribution from the geometric terms on the denominator lowered,
but also the masses at the turning points, and ∆M , (although this is less obvious
to see) hence efficiency increases. This was precisely the motivation of Chakraborty
and Johnson to consider more general cycles in the (P, V ) plane [31, 32].
0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0
V0.0
0.5
1.0
1.5
2.0
P
Δ=C=0.5
Figure 9: The exclusion region for a
vanilla accelerating black hole.
Finally, although we did not ex-
plore extremely close to the origin of the
(P, V ) plane, there are additional “no-
go” regions once acceleration is intro-
duced (see fig. 9). For small nonrotating
black holes, it is possible for the enthalpy
to vanish due to the exothermic effect of
acceleration in (2.15). This then means
that the thermodynamic volume has a
minimum, leading to an exclusion region
very near the origin. This is related to
the “snapping swallowtail” phenomenon
noted in [21, 56, 57]. Thus, even though
acceleration has little impact on the black hole heat engine efficiency, it introduces
some new subtleties for the phase plane of the holographic heat engine.
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